PCF GROUP PROVIDES EXTERIOR ORNAMENTAL FOAM DETAILS FOR SEAWORLD’S NEW
‘JOURNEY TO ATLANTIS’ ADVENTURE RIDE
SAN DIEGO — January 26, 2004 — The PCF Group (PCF) has provided the ornamental foam details for
SeaWorld’s new Journey to Atlantis adventure ride (see attached photo), which is currently under
construction and scheduled to open this year, according to Scott J. Buckley, vice president of sales and
marketing for PCF, San Diego's largest supplier and installer of expanded polystyrene (EPS) foam
architectural products and themed elements.
PCF custom fabricated the parapet molding on the ride’s 95-foot-tall Drop Tower as well as all
architectural banding details for the new Journey to Atlantis, an exciting new splashdown ride. Riders will
board eight-passenger Greek fishing boats for a mystifying voyage that tells the tale of Atlantis through
simulated earthquakes tremors and floods, dazzling special effects, and a 60-foot watery plunge. The
thrilling new ride is full of surprises that will delight park guests with twists and turns that will blur the line
between myth and reality.
Journey to Atlantis will also include a beautiful 130,000-gallon dolphin exhibit, featuring the exotic, black
and white Commerson’s dolphin swimming in an Atlantis-themed habitat.
This is the second SeaWorld project for The PCF Group. The company also provided the distinctive and
colorful oversized thematic props for SeaWorld's Pets Rule! animal show.
The PCF Group was retained and worked closely on the project with Anaheim-based Keenan, Hopkins,
Suder & Stowell Contractors, Inc., the plastering/ EIFS Contractor. The project team for Journey to Atlantis
also includes Heinrich Mack GMBH & Co., the ride manufacturer based in Waldkirch, Germany; and
Peckham Guyton Albers & Viets, Inc., the St. Louis-based architect and planner.
PCF and PCF/Install are located at 8585 Miramar Place, San Diego 92121. The telephone number is (858)
455-1274 or the company can be reached toll-free at 888-511-FOAM (3626).

